Uys Jonker

A dream came true

T

he shared dream of two brothers is a frequent theme in some of aviation’s greatest moments. In the late 18th century
the Montgolfier brothers were the first humans to leave the face of the earth in their hot air balloon. In 1903 the Wright
brothers made the first controlled, sustained flight in a powered, heavier-than-air aircraft. Not unlike those great pioneers, the Jonker brothers’ JS1 Revelation flew its maiden flight in 2006.
Fourteen years later Jonker Sailplanes have delivered well over 200 sailplanes worldwide, and in the process became the 3rd
largest glider manufacturer with a dynamic “skunk works” pushing out new designs and products in various classes with the
help of 130 employees.
Their first product, the JS1 was a Revelation when it entered the contest scene in 2010. It immediately proved to be a highly
competitive 18m class glider, with amazing handling, and many top contest pilots became part of the JS family. JS constantly
made small product improvements and with the EVO conversion made in 2014, JS1 pilots felt their upper hand in the class.
But the JS1 will probably be best remembered as the glider that revived the Open Class - since 2016 more than half of the
WGC Open Class entries were flying these “little agile” JS1-C 21’s. What an amazing glider … World Champion in both 18m
and Open class in 2017 in Benalla!

“Staying on top is no easy task”
“To be the best” is much easier said than done… It’s a moving target every competitive manufacturer aims for. It was very
clear that the JS1, although a fantastic sailplane, would be dethroned in both 18m and Open classes. Further small adjustments will no longer be enough and complete new products will be needed. Three siblings have been born from the JS1, the
lady who turned the open class on its head: the JS2 Self Launcher, the JS3 15/18m racer and the JS5 Open Class
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“Carried away by overwhelming
emotion…” the JS3 Rapture.
The JS2 development was well under way but in March 2016 the design team’s focus moved aggressively from the self launcher to the JS3-Rapture, a decision probably influenced by the Jonker brother’s appetite for competing with their new products
in WGCs. They completed the JS3-15 in a record time and managed to fly the two prototypes in the WGC in Australia nine
months after the aerodynamic design was completed. But the JS3 was not just a 15m glider… it was from day one designed
to set the bar in the 18m class, and to be a dominating force for many years to come. It was also a secondary objective to
match the 15m class-optimised racer, the Diana II. This special glider from Poland was unmatched in the hands of Sebastian
Kawa but the brothers proved in Australia that the new 15m racer has all the ingredients to make champions: the brothers won
two contest days in Australia, and was also first on the cancelled mid-air collision-day. If it wasn’t for an unnecessary restart
on a five hour AAT resulting in an epic outlanding, the podium could have looked much different.

“The magnificent JS3 Rapture, currently holding the World Speed
record over 1250 km triangle at 166 km/h”
The 18m version JS3 entered the world contest scene in 2018, Hosin, Czech Republic. It was clearly a contest between the
New Ventus 3 and the JS3. Until day nine the Rapture pilots were set to clean up the podium. But a complex stormy AAT
day offered the leading gaggle three minutes of rain on a marginal final glide, enough to force ten JS3 pilots (including Johan
Buchanan) to either fire up their Jets. Sadly for the JS3 pilots, six dropped out of the top ten losing more than 500 points...
snatching defeat from the jaws of victory.
Only three years has passed since the 18m Rapture spread its wings the first time - EASA certification was awarded a year
ago and JS has started working on the roll-out function of the 100th JS3 already in production.
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“Why is the Rapture so special”?
According to the aerodynamic design engineer, Dr Johan Bosman, he started with the JS3 design after completing his Ph.D
on the application and calibration of Computational Fluid Dynamics in sailplane design.
“It was not straightforward to improve on our proven JS1 EVO. During a presentation at the 2014 SSA conference we revealed
the possibilities to increase the performance in the 18m class from a best L/D of 53 to 58 with the assistance of calibrated
CFD tools. We implemented most of these discovered improvements in the JS3. The most obvious and highest contributor
to these improvements is the high wing position. This geometry enhances laminar flow profiles closer to the fuselage with
less overall interference effects. The result is reduced flow separation on the top surface of the wing - a phenomenon clearly
observed in wing configurations mounted lower on the fuselage.

Dr Johan Bosman
Chief Aerodynamic Design Engineer at JS

The high wing loading combined with a high performance fuselage gives the JS3 its high speed dominance, while the high
wing’s noticeable drag reduction and more effective wing area enhances slow speed flying and climbing.”
During the WWGC hosted by Lake Keeping, the women pilots showed the JS3 capabilities by taking all three 18m podium
places – the third JS world title on Australian soil!
But the JS3 is not designed just to be a contest winning racer. It has been designed to have the ultimate feeling of the air,
light on the controls and stable in thermalling. Like in the JS1 a pilot can thermal hands-off while bank and speed is maintained with little or no required stick input. Low time pilots feel instantly at home and are able to perform exceptionally well
without much time in the cockpit. But this performance and comfort is not limited to skinny pilots only: the JS3 has probably
the lowest drag fuselage in the industry with the amazing ability to accommodate our 2m/120 kg giants – just ask Lumpy
Patterson if in doubt!
Small changes to the Cockpit design, comfort and operating features have been made with the help of Teams Design - a
Design Company in Germany.
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[2nd place Anne Ducarouge FRANCE; 18m class World Champion Mélanie
Gadoulet FRANCE; 3rd place Katrin Senne GERMANY]

“I may not have a Citation,
on, but
I still have a Jet!”
The jet TJ-42 from M&D Flugzeugbau matches a modern glider’s performance profile like a glove. Any jet engine loves a platform with low drag and high speeds, exactly the natural properties of a modern sailplane. This engine is low on maintenance,
produces almost no vibration and can be operated with the flick of one switch. One JS pilot expressed his feelings in a hilarious way: “I may not have a Citation, but I still have a Jet!”
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Modern sailplane designers select small wing areas to create a product to dominate at high cruising speeds. But the opposite
side of the coin is the need for a low wing loading for those horrible surviving conditions we all hate. Most of us don’t want
the weight of that sustaining unit, until searching for that outlanding field - suddenly we don’t mind that weight in the back.
Having a jet installed gives you almost the best of both worlds: a lightweight engine system with a good range. A 17 kg jet
system with 17 kg of fuel will bring you from 150km out, with good speed if you have a race against the setting sun.
Some purists may start ungrounded arguments about the high fuel consumption and noise. But the common realization is
that the noise is less disturbing than a 2-stroke engine - with the jet running you can still hear your VHF radio without any
headsets. The sustaining performance is unrivaled - once you have tried the jet you will be hooked.

Sound of silence - JS3 electrical
propulsion
Elon Musk turned the car industry on its head. Who would think a few years back that the most luxury sedan would leave a
Porsche behind in a drag race, and do this in silence with style.
Battery driven vehicles took the world by storm, and the general aviation is slowly catching up. No fumes of fuel, no oil
leaks, no vibration, no engine noise, no breaking belts, no starter button.. This all sounds extremely attractive… but where
is the catch?

Clearly the energy density is not nearly as good as their petroleum counterpart and therefore battery installations are still
heavy for the performance they offer, and they are not cheap. The risk associated with battery fires is a reason for concern,
and EASA is actively working on improved special conditions to ensure safe designs - don’t underestimate manufacturers
headaches when it comes to certification of systems with large LiPo batteries!
JS silently engaged in the electrical propulsion area. The first JS3 with FES is currently in construction in Slovenia by the
Luka Znidarsic from LZ Design, who did ground-breaking work with front electrical sustainers. Luka has just tested his first
retractable electrical system.
But JS did not only invest in the FES system. Well-known aircraft engine producer, SOLO Aircraft Engines, was the major
inspiration behind the retractable electrical propulsion system. SOLO used the JS3 fuselage to model their sustainer design
in the “smallest possible modern fuselage”.
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JS and SOLO
JS and SOLO studied the maximum performance of the system and realized-self launching may just be possible. The concept of having not only a sustainer, but also a limited self-launcher with removable batteries is very exciting. To enable this
performance need the battery capacity was increased to 9.4 kWh running at 400V and a larger, more efficient propeller was
matched with the motor torque curves to minimize losses.
“The prototype fuselage is currently in integration stages. We have tested the pylon retraction system with the aid of rapid
prototyping, and we are busy producing the E-system parts. We plan to start test flights in a few months - hopefully Corona
does not affect the shipping schedule of the electrical components.” Uys Jonker explains.
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Electrical propulsion systems will also be offered in the JS4 - the new standard class glider expected in 2022.

JS2 SL - the lady in the sky
Manufacturers are too easily claiming uncompromised designs… However, the JS design team believes in a perfectly compromised design,
taking into account all the ingredients to create a superior product. Johan Bosman once summarized the problem: “We are required to
design a glider that can cruise like a Ferrari and climb a hill like a JEEP!!”.
Finally, after years of design work and exhaustive design reviews the final design has been frozen and production of the first prototype has
just started.
“We all expected to release the JS2 self launcher back in 2017, and we were well on track to achieve this. But our strategic plan based on
market research indicated a lower risk and larger longer term market share if we restructure our product range carefully. Back in 2010 the
JS1 arrived in the 18m market just too late - our aim is to be product leaders with the new generation of gliders coming on the market”, Uys
explained the reasons for delays with the JS2 development.
“Every part, every fastener, every wire, every fitting and attachment have been designed and imported to the final assembly model to check
for possible integration oversights.
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Failure mode effects and analysis were performed on most critical components and various design changes were implemented
to lower the risk probability numbers before moving to the prototyping phase. This is a time consuming process but the result
will be a glider that can be industrialised faster and can move through the certification process in a much more efficient way,”
project leader AP Kotze explains.
Scope creep was another culprit stretching out the development time. “The JS2 will not only be a highly desirable recreational
self launcher but also addresses the increased demand for a new open class glider, ‘the mighty JS5’. We have no doubt the
time invested to modify the JS2 fuselage design to accommodate the JS5 wings is time spent very well.”

We expect JS to elaborate more on the technical novelties of the JS2, their risk-based design approach to address vibration, the automated
engine management system and other modern features of this next generation sailplane.
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